11th Biennial International Miniature Print List of Accepted Artist
June 4th – August 27, 2017

Prize Winners
Dorothy Cochran - New Jersey – 1st Prize
Michaela Winter – Germany – 2nd Prize
Christine S. Aaron - New York- 3rd Prize
David Avery – California – Graphic Chemical & Ink Purchase Award
Eva Čapková – Germany – General Packaging Prize & Honorable Mention
James T. Dormer – Colorado – Christine’s Graphic Supplies Purchase Award
Beth Fein – California – Speedball Purchase Award
Sally Frank - New York – McClain’s Purchase Award
Jeff Huckleby – Texas – McClain’s Purchase Award
Hanne Ingerslev – Denmark – Honorable Mention
Rosie Kearton - United Kingdom – Legion Pescia Purchase Award & Honorable Mention
Robin J. Koss – Pennsylvania – Honorable Mention
Jesse LaRoche – Connecticut – Jerry’s Artarama Purchase Award & Honorable Mention
Amy Sands – Minnesota – Renaissance Graphic Arts, Inc. Purchase Award & Honorable Mention
Annie Wassmann – Michigan - Christine’s Graphic Supplies Purchase Award
Jack Wickham - United Kingdom – Legion Somerset Purchase Award & Honorable Mention
Leon Zakrój – Croatia – Speedball Purchase Award
Yuanwei Zheng – China – Awagami Purchase Award

Accepted Artists
Sam Acevedo - California
Linda Adato - New York
Giannios Alexandros - Greece
Trudy Barnes - California
Marcelle Benhamou - France
Rung-Tsu Chang - Taiwan
Amy Chu - Connecticut
Lucie Combret - France
Jane Cooper - New York
Viviane De Kosinsky - Virginia
Katharine Draper - Connecticut
Sophie-Hélène Drouot - France
Katharine Dufault - New York
Carol Dunn - Connecticut
Roxanne Faber Savage - Connecticut
Cindi Ford - Michigan
Floki Gauvry - Argentina
Amy Geyer - Massachusetts
Betsy Gould - Massachusetts
Mark Graver - New Zealand
Mari Gyorgyey - Connecticut
Grace Hailstone - United Kingdom
Susan Hardy - Rhode Island
Holly Hawthorn - Connecticut
Maria Heed - Sweden
Peter Hrisko - Missouri
Sabine Huber - Switzerland
Eeva Huotari - Finland
Onnik Karanfilian - Bulgaria
T. Klaasmann - New York
Shirley Klein - New York
Alja Kočar - Slovenia
Charlie Lee-Potter - United Kingdom
Channing Lefebvre - New York
Vinicius Libardoni - Brazil
Camila L. Linaweaver - Oregon
Robert Linfield - Canada
CL McBeth-Collins – Pennsylvania
Margaret McLoughlin – Ireland
Sasha Meinck – Connecticut
Emmanuel Monzies – France
Kla’ra Nagy – Hungary
Thom O’Connor - New York
Andrea Oldani – Italy
Kurt Paemans – Canada
Jim Pearson – Illinois
Merle Perlmutter - New York
Kathie Pettersson - Sweden
Johnny Plastini – Colorado
Sophie Potie – France
DeAnn L. Prosa – Connecticut
Julie Robinson-Southward - United Kingdom
Hermann Rommel – Germany
Sigita Rucinskaite-Praneviciene - New York
Maria F. Santiago – Minnesota
Rayfield Scott – Connecticut
Lisa Seward – Australia
Lynn Shaler – France
Christopher D. Shore - New York
Tamara Sorkin – Israel
Yoshimi Umez – New Jersey
Lito Valiatza – Greece
Victoria Star Varner – Texas
Dominique Ver Der Veken – France
Ellen Verdon Winkler – Maryland
Fabienne Veverka - New York
Pamela W. Wallace - New York
Claudia Waruch - New York
Cleo Wilkinson – Australia
Hildegard Winkler – Germany
Melissa Wollmering – Pennsylvania
Lauren Wright - United Kingdom